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Best upper and lower hounds, as functions of n, are obtainea for the quantities B?(G) + pa(e) 
and (Ye+ a,((?), where P,(G) denotes the total maitching number and crz(G) the total 
covering number of any graph G with n vertices and with complementary greph d. 
The best upper hound is obtained also for a&G) + /i?,(G), when G is a connected f;raph. 
1. 
Let G be a graph with edge set IE and vertex set V. A vertex u is said to cuuey 
itself, ali edges incident with u and all vertices joihed to u. An edge (u, o) couers 
itself, the vertices u and tr and all edges in&dent with u or v. Two elements of 
E U V are independent if neither covers the other. 
A Subset ‘?? of elements of E U V is called a total cover if the element:; of % 
cover G and (;e is minimal; a subset 9 of elements of E U V is called a total 
mafching if the elements of 3 are pairwise independer:: and T is maximal. We 
shall be inter&ted in the quantities 
where the min is taken over ali total covers of G and the max over all total 
matchings in G, These concepts were introduced in [2] (see also [3]), where various 
bounds for a@?) and #&(C) were obtained and exact values for particular graphs 
were determined. 
In [I] Chartrand and Schuster have obtained lower and upper bounds for 
p(G)+ p(6) and &(C)+ @,((I?), where /3(G) denotes the vertex independence 
number and P,(G) denotes the edge independence number of a grap!m G having 
complement (??k Were we shall obtain bounds for the quantities &(G)+ &((?), 
aa(G)+ a@) and a;(G)+ P,(G). 
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Theorem 2.1. If G k a graph on n vertices, then 
The upper 6ound is besd possible for all n, the lowe* bound is best pxsibk for all 
n# 2(mocM). , 
~rmf. Let (lip (resp. A) denote the size of a smallest ‘maxim.rl set of independent 
edges in G (resp. c,. Then the following relations are immediate: 
fi 3 (n - ?)/2. & = n - k.,i P <[n/2), P -t 
These imply the hounds of Theorem 1. 
In order to show Ihat the upper bound 
P2 = n and, as proveId in [2], /3; = (n/2). For the lower bound, we set G = &,.*,,, if 
0 = 4~ illrZ G = Kiy,+,, if n =f 21~ 1. In these cases ;Yt + & = 2{n/2}. 
ic best possible, WC let G = K,,. Then 
Remark 2.2. If n is odd then for every t such that n + Z G t s (3n + 1)/2, there 
exists a graph G on q vertices satisfying & + & = t. It n = 0 (rn{Jd 4) then for every 
t such that n 6 t 6 $ @ snd t # rI + 1 there exist q a graph G or 11 vertices satisfying 
& + pL = f. If n = 2 &nod 4) then for every I such that n + I s 1 d $ n there exists a 
graph (3 on II verti/es so that & + & *z= :. 
Proof. If n IS odd kve let G = K,,” x with 0 Q .r < n/2. I! n is even. we let 
G = K.. x with eye’h values of X, I) s x s n / 2; further we tel G be th.c graphs 
obtained from K,.” i with odd vaiues of x, 3 s x Q n/2, wkn joining two vertices 
arllc>ng the x vertick by an edge. Easy calculation shows that these examples 
’ yield the result. 
Remark 2.3. We call show tha;: if n = 2 (mod d), the lower bound in Theorem 1 is 
in fact n + 1. AIs?, a result of Gab in implies that if n = 0 (mod 4), then 
&(G) + &(G)# n ‘f 1. 
Thwx’*#m 2.4. ff G, is a grc;ph on n vedces the 11 
The tipper bound is best possible J br all n, the lower boutrd is best possibk far add n. 
Proof. Let CG be a total cover of fci consisting 11f x edges and y vertices such that 
rl2 = x + y. We may assume that the x edges are pairwise disjoint and that none of 
the )’ vertices is joined to any of the x edges. If n = 2~ f y + Z, then there are z 
vertk< e*jch of which must be j&ned in G to some tzf the y vertices in +%. It is easy 
to xc that no two of these z vertices can be joiiled in G and therefore e contains 
K, as a s&graph. It foilcws then by [2], that & b {z/2}. Thus, we have [k2 + & 1;: 
x + y + 1~ - f(n + y). This proves our statement if y 3 2. If y =- I, let vertex un E %‘. 
In order to cover ue in e, we must hoe cji L! 3 (r/2) + 1, since ofI is not joined in G to 
any of the z veftices of Kz. Thus ic this case txz + 6: a 4 n + s which is srronger than 
needed. Finally, if y = 0 then z = 0, so ; hat 1~2 =x = n/2. Since & L 1 in any case. 
we get the desired lower bound in ihis case as w e!1 The upper bound in Theorem 3 
is a consequence of the inequalities clyz 6 pht, c& c #& and Theorem 1. The upper 
bound is best possible if G = K,. To sho*v that r.+e lower bound is best possible if 
n = 21+ 1, we let 6 bc the star graph {In n vertices. We have (Y: = 1, & = I + 1. 
Remark 2.5. ‘f n is odd then for every t such that !(n -t- I)+ I d t d i(3n + 1) and 
rP #n - 1) there exists a graph on n vertices satisfying CT~ -+- & = t. If n is even 
then for every t such that 5 t2 + 2 s t G in there exists a graph on n vertices :. 
satisfying a2 + I&2 = 1. 
Proof. If n is even, WC let G be the graph consisting of K,, 1 9 x d n, and of n - x 
ver&:s joined to all vc ‘tices of K,. If n is odd, yve first let G be graphs as described 
above, allowing odd va.ul:s of X, 1 s x Q n; further we let G be the same graphs 
with one edge of K, omitt :d. Simple calculatious show that Remark 2.5 is valid. 
Remark 2.6. By a bit more complicated argument we can prwe that if n is even, 
then the lower bound in Theorem 3.1 is in fact n/2 + 2 and if n is odd. then 
n, + cii,, # !3n -- 1)/2. 
3. 
It was proved in f3] that if G is a connected graph on I, vertices without triangles 
then a,, + & S 5n/4, but that for infinitely many ctlnnec;ed graphs a2 + p2 > S&l 
holds. In the following result the restriction concerning triangles is absent. 
Proof, It was proved in [Z]i that tiz 2: {n/2) for C! coflnected <G. Cle;rrly we also have 
cyz 6 2~ in this case. Combining these with & = n -- p, we obtain the result. 
The Gxampics given in [3] (subsequent to the proof c\f (1)) show that the bound 
given in Theorem 3.1 is best possible if r, = 0 or 3 (mod 4). It is easy tc construct 
exar@es showing that it is also best possible if n = 1 or .2 (mod 4). 
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Tbewem 3.2. Every connected grcph on n vertices contains n total mat$ing of size 
/at most h - 26+ 2. This 6, ztnd is best pussible. 
proof. Let % be a largest independent set of edges in G. We denote by 
(I),, Vz),(V\, v4), l * l , (h-b u2x ) the edges in X, and by vzx+ . , . , v, the rest of the 
vertices aIF G. Then: 
(ij because of the maximality of %, no two of 0. c+~ 9 . . . , v, are joined; 
,%> because of the tonne -tedness of G, each of vzl +l,. . . , v,, is joined to at Ieast 
one of the vertices cl,. . . ,urr ; 
(iii) since R is the largest independent set of edges, it is not possible that one of 
V:r + I, . . . , V, be joined to one end vertex and another to anal:her end vertex of the 
same edge. 
Therefore, we may assuine that each of the vertices vr, tlr.. . , v,, is joined to at 
least one of the verkes t12, us,. . . , vZr. Thus there exists a vertex, say v2, with at 
!,,ast k = {(n - 2x)/x} bertices, say v2Eti Ir . . . , v2x+ k joined to it. Let now 4 con+ t of 
he edges $,v~, u4), . . . ,(vtx- i, v2,) and of the vertices vzXck+l,. . . , v, and vz. Yhen 
; 9 1 := (x -1)+(n-2x-k)+1=n-x - k G n - x - n/x + 2 and 4 is c Jearly 
maximal independent. 
Now, x + n/x % 26 for all X, SO 14; 1 s n - 2&+ 2 as required. In order to 
show that this estimate is best po~‘~.~~ we consider (see [3], proof of (3)) the graph 
G of order n = m ’ consisting of K, with m - I end vertices joined to each vertex 
of K,. As shown in 131, for every maximal independent set .S, I.9 1 z= 1 + (m - 1)’ = 
m * - 2m + 2. This proves our claim. 
4. 
The bounds given by ? ‘\eorem 2.1 yield estimates for the product & l &. For 
example: If n = 0 (mod 4) then n2/4 =G & l 6 2 s Sh”/lh. Both bounds are best 
possible. 
For the product of the covering numbers Theorem 2.4 does not yield best 
possible estimates. Indeed we have the following result: I[f G is a graph on n 
vertices, then cy2 9ii 2 s n l {n/2}. This est.mxe is best possible. 
Proof. For every graph G, either G or e is c*onnected. Hence, by [2], either 
n6{n/2} or &g (n/2). The choice G = K, shows that the estimate is best 
possible. 
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Tine authors are indebted to the referee for sugpfying alternative (much simpler) 
pj oofs of Theorems 2. I and 3.1. 
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